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this week, i am being asked to represent a future customer in a case against siemens industry
software inc. in which the company would like to convert him to a loyal customer. of course, he did
not download the software, and he certainly did not use it for malicious purposes. in fact, he never
even saw the siemens nx 9 software. but that is not the issue. the issue is whether or not a future

customer can be forced to pay siemens industry software inc. a settlement based on a software that
he or she never even saw in order to force him or her to be a customer. the current class action

lawsuits brought against people who have illegally downloaded the siemens industry software inc.
software are beginning to die off. the first one, which was brought in august of 2011 by chris derose,

is now winding down. in that case, the plaintiff settled for $1,000 and his own attorney fees. the
second class action was brought by the company in march of 2012. this second class action lawsuit

was brought by the defendant in the lawsuit, robert w. patterson, and was filed in the eastern district
of pennsylvania. the case was transferred to the district of new jersey, which i have always found to

be a good thing in that it allows me to have a look at the facts involved in these lawsuits without
having to file a lawsuit in my home state of pennsylvania. this is why siemens industry software inc.
sued numerous individuals for the illegal use of their software. the software company always starts

out with the most basic user, the cracker. it is their goal to persuade this person to purchase a
license for the software, or to convince the cracker to not pirate the software anymore. then, after

the cracker purchase or loses interest, the software companies next turn to business users. many of
these people know better, but they get tired of fighting with the cracker and just buy a license for
the software to use at their office. as the cracker is either gone or tired of the software, siemens
industry software inc. then moves on to anyone who is a hobbyist or even a casual user. these

people are simply curious, and the software companies know that their chances of convincing them
to buy a license for the software are lessened. but, the software companies still try to sue them

because they are hoping that one of the hobbyist or casual users will install the software on a home
computer and then the software companies will be able to track the ip address of that person.
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